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Pop quiz, hot shot



➡ Ecosystem: Recruit and collaborate with key players in 
containers & NFV ecosystems; continue to harness massive 
China growth; focus on new delivery models (not just on-
prem DIY)

➡ Software: One Platform for bare metal, VMs, and containers 
will take work across teams; focus on innovation; PTG 
focused on breaking silos across projects

➡ Users: New User Committee comes to fruition; new Forum 
for tighter feedback loop; user survey + one-on-one dialog; 
upstream coaching for contributing organizations

2017: Return of the Jedi, 3 forces align again



Perception Challenges
Challenges

➡ “Public cloud is the only true cloud”… 
“and that’s AWS”

➡ “No one wants to manage their own 
infrastructure anymore”

➡ “Containers will replace OpenStack”

➡ “Contribution to OpenStack is 
declining”

Proactive response

➡ Private cloud is what’s next. Companies 
moving workloads from AWS to Private 
OpenStack, realizing major cost savings

➡ Ecosystem stepping up to offer private 
cloud with the hands-off benefits of public 
cloud (Platform 9, Rackspace, Mirantis)

➡ Containers are complementary & rapidly 
being integrated (Kolla, Fuel CCP, Kuryr, 
Magnum); highlight innovation & position 
non-nova centric deployments as a win

➡ Investment and contribution growing 
globally, focus more on ecosystem wins



Messaging Strategy
Costs less, does more. Aggressively position cost savings & business value 
against AWS-only tactic in a multi-cloud world
All apps need Open Infrastructure. Position OpenStack as the home of open 
infrastructure and innovation in amongst the emerging technology landscape



Tactics: Going on the offense
➡ Pre-Ocata press tour: evolution of private cloud, new delivery models & innovation

➡ Revamp Project Navigator to expose more innovation and let OpenStack projects 
stand on their own (ie. it’s a win if someone users Kubernetes + Keystone + Cinder)

➡ Large-scale campaign to change the perception of private cloud & OpenStack: cost 
savings, one platform, containers & SaaS enabling new consumption models

➡ Expand content focus for Summit & Superuser to broader “open infrastructure” 
theme to create a larger funnel…ex. Open Source Days in Boston

➡ Shift industry event strategy to relationship building & positioning amongst emerging 
technology landscape (KubeCon, DockerCon, even AWS re:invent)

➡ Shift appdev strategy from one to many to one to few key platforms that must work 
well on OpenStack



Changing the narrative





Trend: Gen 2 Private Cloud



What was Gen 1 private cloud?

GEN 1 PRIVATE CLOUD

• Virtualization ++ (virtualization with some 
elasticity & self-service)

• Key technologies were VMware, Eucalytpus, 
CloudStack, OpenStack

• Immature technology, required significant 
technical resources 

• Delivered cost savings at high scale; primarily 
used by technology companies (PayPal)

• Nascent commercial ecosystem

• Primarily on-prem deployments; no Day 1 value

• Challenges: technology, talent



How does Gen 2 private cloud compare?

GEN 1 PRIVATE CLOUD

• Virtualization ++ (virtualization with some 
elasticity & self-service)

• Key technologies were VMware, Eucalytpus, 
CloudStack, OpenStack

• Immature technology, required significant 
technical resources 

• Delivered cost savings at high scale; primarily 
used by technology companies (PayPal)

• Nascent commercial ecosystem

• Primarily on-prem deployments; no Day 1 value

• Challenges: technology, talent

GEN 2 PRIVATE CLOUD

• Virtualized networks, storage, containers & 
bare metal

• Key technologies are OpenStack, Cloud 
Foundry, Kubernetes, Mesos

• Better technology made easier to deploy and 
manage (using container orchestration in many 
cases) means smaller teams, greater ROI

• Achieve cost savings at smaller scale

• Mature ecosystem with new delivery models 
bring Day 1 value and smaller teams

• Challenges: culture, processes



The multi-cloud advantage

Smart companies are getting sophisticated about workload 
placement across public and private clouds, based on cost, 
technology and regulatory requirements



Desire to cut costs & 
improve management of 
legacy applications, but still 
have strict regulatory and 
compliance concerns

Versatile & reliable for more 
workloads and technologies, 
especially NFV,and those 
needing high-performance or 
“reachback” into corporate 
networks

High public cloud bills are 
starting to catch the eye of 
CFOs; no relief in sight 
since more workloads 
moving to the cloud

New delivery models—
including remotely managed 
private cloud—means faster 
time to value and less 
dependency on technical staff

COSTS LESS

What’s driving Gen 2 private cloud trend?
DOES MORE



Business Driver: Cost Savings

“In all private cloud-based applications (productive, development etc.), we expect approximately 
70% of cost savings as compared to classical IT solutions” 

– Holger Urban, Volkswagen



Enterprises achieving labor efficiencies of at least 400 virtual machines (VMs) per 
engineer are poised to have lower TCO for a self-managed cloud than public or 
managed cloud options.

- Owen Rogers, 451 Research, October 2016

Business Driver: Cost Savings

Public cloud based pricing models are generally optimized for development 
workloads that have a lifespan of months, not years…as IT organizations crunch 
the numbers for their bandwidth-intensive production workloads, private cloud often 
comes out on top. 

- Gina Longoria, Moor Insights & Strategy, Oct 2016



Does more: NFV & new technologies



1

2

Distros—manage packaging 
and testing

How do you get OpenStack?

1 2 3

Remotely managed in 
your datacenterA

Hosted private cloud 
in service provider 
facility

B

OR

openstack.org/marketplace

Managed private cloudPublic cloud providers

http://openstack.org/marketplace


How did it go?





“When OpenStack was just starting, it was basic virtualization with self service 
and elastic provisioning. When you look at it now, what you see are cloud 

native applications, but also things like SAP and network function virtualization 
workloads. So the private cloud today costs less, but it also does more.”

—Me





OpenStack Ocata Media Coverage

OpenStack Says Private Clouds 
Save Big $$$ Versus Public Clouds

Ocata-bove the rest—OpenStack pushes 
containers in latest cloud release

OpenStack Ocata: 
Container All the Way 
Down

…proves containers 
are not the death of 
OpenStack

OpenStack Ocata 
Nova cells set to 
improve cloud 
stability

Improvement of core 
infrastructure services and 
container integration...

OpenStack sets its sights on 
the next generation of 
private clouds

Ocata…enhances 
container integration

…focus on containers 
and stability at scale

…Improves cloud 
useability and 
federation



OpenStack Ocata
The 15th release of OpenStack



OpenStack provides one platform to orchestrate bare metal, containers and virtual 
machines on a single network allowing private users to optimize for their application without 
creating more silos in their datacenter, and giving service providers more capabilities.

One platform: bare metal, VMs, containers



• Four-month development cycle compared to typical six-month cycle

• Primarily a stabilization / maturity release

• New capabilities and enhancements emphasize three themes  
(in order of prominence):

• User Experience
• Scalability
• Manageability

OpenStack Ocata - February 22nd



• Nova scheduling and cells v2 for workload optimization and improved scaling

• Ironic networking and driver enhancements

• Zaqar messaging service added Swift as backend to easily leverage existing 
Swift cluster without deploying another MongoDB or Redis cluster

• Greatly improved performance and CPU usage for Telemetry projects: storing 
millions of metrics per second is now possible using Ceilometer with Gnocchi 
storage engine

• New os-profiler tool gives operators ability to detect performance issues 
across OpenStack services

• Active/Active HA in Cinder service can now be implemented by drivers

• Kolla support for Kubernetes on the control plane

Manageability and Scalability



• New community images in Glance give end users an easy way to share 
images with all other users in a cloud. The visibility changes make it much 
more clear who has access to an image.

• Horizon support for keystone-to-keystone federation as well as improvements 
to security and access UIs and new os-profiler UI.

• Auto-provisioning for Keystone federated identity dynamically creates a 
project and assigns a federated user a role upon successful authentication

• Sahara big data service updated plugins to better support latest versions of 
Hadoop and Cloudera

• Congress policy language enhancements to enable network address 
operations for better network and security governance

User Experience



• Lots of action inside and on the periphery of OpenStack for container-based 
deployment & management tools 

• Zun, Kolla, and Kuryr saw the most contributor growth in Ocata cycle

• Magnum now supports DC/OS as a cluster type as well as Kubernetes on 
Suse

• Kuryr container networking service now supports Docker Swarm

• New “Fuxi” subproject of Kuryr connects Cinder and Manila storage to 
container environments

Cross-project support for containers



Ocata contributor profile: ~2,000 individuals  
from 52 countries and 265 organizations

TOP 10 COUNTRIES

• United States

• China

• Russia

• India

• Ukraine

• Great Britain

• France

• Japan

• Israel

• Germany

TOP 10 COMPANIES

• Red Hat

• Mirantis

• IBM

• Intel

• HPE

• Rackspace

• Huawei

• ZTE

• NEC

• Cisco



Atlanta PTG



• Planned for 500. Had 508 register and 478 attend

• Approx 40 project teams participated on sit

• 27 countries; 40% non-US attendees

• Over budget due to hotel room bookings, but making adjustments for 
September

• General consensus on areas for improvement around scheduling and visibility 
of topics of discussion in different rooms

Successful first PTG



• “It was probably one of the most productive weeks I’ve had as a OpenStack 
developer. The Summits were too ‘noisy’, with all the distractions of keynotes, 
marketplace, presentations, and business /marketing people all over the place. 
The midcycles were much more focused on developer issues, but since they 
were usually single-team events, that meant very little cross-project 
interaction. The PTG represented the best of both without their downsides.”

• “In my experience, this PTG did exactly what it was designed to do. Based on 
what I observed at this first event, the PTG was magical. The way that 
everyone comes together for a week and makes it a priority to only work on 
OpenStack projects is the real magic at the PTG (and you didn’t even have to 
bring trading cards.)…. The PTG really brings us back to where this whole 
thing started, reminds us of what OpenStack really is, it’s the people, not the 
technology. It’s people with ideas who aren’t afraid to share, others who 
believe in those ideas, and the community of people who are willing to put 
everything aside, if just for a little while, to make this amazing project happen.”



• Operator Meetup in Milan

• OpenStack Summit and Forum in Boston, May 8-11
• Will be the Forum for the Queens release cycle
• Attendance is tracking toward our goal, but sponsorships are short still 

(busy week for tech events)

• Planning next PTG (Queens release cycle) for September

Next up…



@OpenStack

Q&A
Thank you for your time

openstack openstack OpenStackFoundation


